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COLD CORNER - EDITOR'S LETTER

Cold Open

Hello! I’m Kelley Rodriguez, the new editor-in-chief at Refrigerated & Frozen Foods. I
am honored to be a part of this magazine and the R&FF brand.

My background is in writing, editing, and reporting for print, radio, TV, and digital
formats. I am fortunate to inherit an established brand with over three decades of
experience covering all things cold chain. I want to thank Michael Costa, outgoing
editor-in-chief, who took over the helm at R&FF’s parent publication, Food Engineering
Magazine, and made my R&FF welcome anything but chilly.

Our cover story, Cold Foods Processors to Watch, highlights �ve emerging companies
using innovative technology, sustainability, and creative ways to connect with their
consumers to leverage growth. These processors overcame a year of manufacturing
and logistical challenges, responding to changing consumer tastes while growing their
brands.

 

By Kelley Rodriguez

I encourage you to check out our Top 5 Best New Refrigerated Retail Products Contest winners. Refrigerated &
Frozen Foods has hosted this contest since 2013, but this marks the �rst time we’ve split frozen and refrigerated
products into separate annual competitions. After a month of online voting, the top �ve was based on vote totals
from the public. Hear from each of the winning companies in our Q&A.

This year-end issue also includes guest columns from some of the industry’s leading voices as they predict what’s
to come for the cold chain in 2022.

I look forward to meeting you at upcoming trade shows, plant tours and events, and I cannot wait to dive into the
cold chain, and learn about its emerging trends and technology, alongside R&FF’s readers.
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COVER STORY

Cold Foods
Processors to
Watch in 2022

Technology, sustainability, and a focus on creating customers for life are
helping these �ve cold foods processors make the most of emerging
markets.

As the cold chain responded to the challenges of 2021, each of our �ve Processors to
Watch overcame an unprecedented year, growing their brands and positioning them to
take off in 2022.

These processors exhibit a commitment to their customers through the use of
sustainable manufacturing and sourcing practices, and creative approaches to
changing consumer tastes.

In their own words, these evolving companies tell us their story and offer insights into
where the cold foods processing industry is heading.

(These interviews have been edited for brevity and clarity).

By Kelley Rodriguez

Killer Creamery
Louis Armstrong – Founder
The Killer Creamery story: I was looking for a sugar-free ice cream option and couldn’t �nd one. As a food scientist,
I saw this as a great opportunity to use my skill set for something both me and my friends craved. I started at the
Boise Farmers Market and have since grown the company to 3,000 stores across the country. Killer Creamery’s
sales are 100% from retail, with approximately $5 million in annual revenues.

Why we’re different: We are giving customers a sugar-free product that they can love without sacri�cing taste,
texture, or quality in a form that is completely new to the better-for-you market.

Our ingredients: We self-manufactured through 2018, and have now moved on to co-manufacturing partners. We
source the cleanest ingredients on the market, use our third-party vendors to produce and package our delicious
products and work closely with our retail partners to �nd the best distribution model possible so both of us see the
successes we are looking for.

Our sustainability goals: We are set to be on the front lines of packaging changes coming in the ice cream
segment, which will move the entire category to more sustainable packaging options. We are always looking for
ways to improve our process to be more sustainable and ask our partners to do the same. In a category that is
lagging behind in this area, we will be a large part of the move to a more sustainable ice cream future.

Killer Creamery's vanilla ice cream sandwiches were the company's best-selling product this year. Image courtesy of
Killer Creamery.

Our top-selling product in 2021: Our top seller this year is our vanilla ice cream sandwich. The lack of sugar,
combined with this nostalgic form, has been a huge hit with consumers of all ages.

Forecast for Killer Creamery’s future: We remain a small team but we’ve been able to grow and staff people in key
internal areas for sales, operations and marketing.  We’ve also recently expanded our SKUs from an original six
pint pro�le to 10 �avors coming into 2022 and our sandwiches from two to four �avors.

Our growth has allowed us to open up two new distribution warehouses around the country to strategically get our
product to customers in a timely fashion. We plan on continuing to bring innovation across the ice cream and
novelty categories and are targeting particular items that can use some sugar-free love.

– – – – –

A�a 
Farrah Moussallati Sibai – Co-Founder & President
The A�a story: The journey from a kitchen in Syria, to a farmer’s market in Austin, Texas, and now to stores across
the nation, has been about infusing the meals of our past with modern �avors and nourishing our community along
the way. In Arabic, “A�a!” is a toast to one’s health and well-being and a reminder to brighten up your table while
uplifting those around it.

I created A�a in 2017, after resettling in Austin following personal tragedy and loss at home in Syria. A�a is a
Mediterranean food company driven by a mission to make food powerful. While volunteering with a local refugee
community, I saw how food was a deep connection to home for others. With the help of my husband and A�a co-
founder, Yassin Sibai, we got to work creating the recipes for our frozen falafel, inspired by our homeland. Today,
A�a sells �ve different products in more than 1,700 locations, with 88% of sales coming from retail channels. The
company has a direct-to-consumer/e-commerce channel and a small foodservice business. A�a is expected to
reach over $1.5 million in gross sales, for about 70% year-over-year growth.

Why we’re different: A�a manufactures its own products. We currently operate a 5,000-square-foot manufacturing
facility, employing eight food production team members. We are in the process of transitioning to a new, build-to-
suite 21,000-square-foot facility with a fully automated production line, expected to increase capacity by 10 times.

A�a is dedicated to nourishing the community through more than food. Beyond regular donations to local food
banks, A�a is committed to supporting our local community of refugees through employment and mentoring.

Founded in 2017, Afia has grown to five falafel flavors sold in over 1,700 locations nationwide. Image courtesy of Afia.

Our ingredients: A�a is made with authentic Mediterranean ingredients. We use only quality whole ingredients,
free of any preservatives and additives. Everything we produce is halal, and we offer several gluten-free and vegan
products.

Our sustainability goals: As a food manufacturer, we try to optimize our utilization of all ingredients and utilities
since this directly re�ects our bottom line. We are conscious of any recycling as it relates to manufacturing waste
(for example, cooking oil is recycled through a contract with an oil collection service). All our falafel ingredients are
sourced locally in the U.S. Processing and packaging are all done in our current facility in Jarrell, Texas. We partner
with multiple distributors and logistics companies to achieve e�cient distribution.

Our top-selling product in 2021: Garlic and herb and traditional falafel are our top-selling products. We’ve
simpli�ed falafel, which is incredibly challenging and messy to make. Garlic and herb falafel is an excellent
example of the modern twist we put on these falafel �avors.

Forecast for A�a’s future: Going from making the individual falafel by hand to a 21,000-square-foot, fully-
automated facility with ample cold storage capacity is a huge accomplishment and one that will spur A�a’s next
stage of growth. Overtime, our product portfolio grew from 1 SKU to 5 SKUs of falafel in response to consumer
demand for better-for-you, plant based, healthy foods.

In addition, we are looking to expand our charitable involvement. As A�a becomes bigger, there is more we can do.
We are completely committed to refugees around the world, and I hope we are able to do a lot more here. We are
heavily focused on building brand and product awareness with our consumers. Look for more launches in the
second half of 2022.

– – – – –

8 Myles Mac N Cheese
Myles Powell – Founder
The 8 Myles story: I was born from a family of foodies and entrepreneurs and have always had a love for food and
a proclivity for hustle. My best memories of family time were spent gathered around for daily meals and the stars
of the show were always comfort food — collard greens, fried chicken and, of course, mac and cheese. While
pursuing a career in engineering, I experimented with new recipes inspired by the foods of my childhood and soon
found myself on Food Network’s “America’s Best Cook.” That stint sealed the deal for me and in 2015, I decided
that food would play a bigger role my life than just sustenance and a hobby.

Today, 8 Myles Mac N Cheese can be found in over 400 retail locations and is developing a direct-to-consumer
program that will go live toward the end of 2022. The company’s sales are currently derived 100% from retail, with
an expected annual revenue of $200,000.

8 Myles Mac N Cheese comes in three flavors with nearly half the sodium of its competition. Image courtesy of 8 Myles
Mac N Cheese.

Why we’re different: 8 Myles Mac N Cheese is not only made with all real ingredients and premium cheese, but
also with nearly half the sodium of our competitors. Consumers these days not only require the convenience of a
frozen meal, but the quality of a home cooked meal.

Our production process: We currently operate out of a shared commercial kitchen space in Washington, D.C., called
Union Kitchen. We have plans to move to a co-packer in January. Aside from the production and marketing teams
we continue to expand our team to capitalize on our growth trajectory.

Our sustainability goals: As we continue to expand, we will be utilizing packaging with post-recyclable material.
This includes the bowl that hosts our product, along with the outside packaging. In addition, we will continue to
source from our domestic partners, which helps reduce the impact our operations have on an already taxed supply
chain, by limiting the adverse effects of extensive transportation needs.

Our top-selling product in 2021: Our 8 Myles Homestyle Mac N Cheese has been the top-selling product in 2021.
From a consumer standpoint, it is the most familiar product we carry. The homemade quality allows us to
capitalize on the nostalgia of the consumer. We also sell a buffalo mac and a BBQ mac, which are slightly more
adventurous for the consumer.

Forecast for 8 Myle’s future: We have experienced signi�cant growth over the last 12 months, with 300% growth
year over year. This was fueled by new retail partners in 2021, such as Target. With this growth comes the
opportunity for new SKUs, including a line of family sized mac n cheese, which is expected to be released in early
December 2022. Over the next few years, our plans are to dominate the comfort food space in the frozen category.

– – – – –

Veggies Made Great 
Elliot Huss – CEO
The Veggies Made Great story: Veggies Made Great came to the market in 2008, originally as Garden Lites, part of
the New Classic Cooking family. The brand became Veggies Made Great in 2018, with the mission to get
consumers hooked on veggies. Many consumers knew they needed to eat more veggies, but didn’t have the time
or were unsure how to prepare them. We were plant-based food before it was a trend!

We are in nearly every major retailer today, including Costco, Walmart, Target, Publix, Kroger, Ahold, and Wakefern
and has nearly doubled our club and retail sales versus a year ago. Veggies Made Great products are sold on our
online store, called The Health Food Store and some products are sold on Amazon.

Vegetables are the first ingredient in every Veggies Made Great product. Image courtesy of Veggies Made Great.

Why we’re different: Vegetables are the No. 1 ingredient in every product we make. All our veggie-�rst products
including frittatas, mu�ns, veggie cakes, come in convenient, ready-to-eat microwavable form. All items are
gluten, nut and soy free (with many dairy-free options) and remarkably delicious. Our products have the added
bene�t of high protein, are made with only clean and simple ingredients and are nutritionally smart (low in fat,
calories, sugar and salt). The individual, 2-ounce packages are the perfect on-the-go snack, lunchbox addition, or
post workout treat.

As a SQF level III/edition 8 manufacturer, we are held to very high standards when it comes to sourcing, producing,
packaging and distributing. Also being a kosher manufacturer means that we have a lot of traceability as it relates
to our partners. Veggies Made Great makes it easy and delicious to eat more veggies throughout the day. Our
products are able to be enjoyed for breakfast, snacks, lunch, a dinner side dish or dessert.

Our production process: We self-manufacture all of our product offerings in a 90,000-square-foot facility located in
Avenel, New Jersey, with plans to open an additional manufacturing facility in 2022, to keep up with the demand
from our retail, club, private label and foodservice partners. Our facility funs 24-hours a day, six-days-a-week, with
four �lling lines, four production lines, and four packaging lines running simultaneously. We employ over 260
employees in our manufacturing facility.

Our sustainability goals: As our business has expanded, food quality and safety has been a top priority, and we are
proud to achieve the highest level Safe Quality Food Institute (QFI) certi�cation in 2021. Our facilities use green
practices, including LED lighting, �ooring made from recycled materials, and an upgrade to 480-volt electricity,
which uses less energy for our high-speed lines. All our refrigeration and freezing compressors are high e�ciency
and use high e�ciency R-507 gas. As part of our expansion we also increased our cooling capacity, expanded
shipping docs, added new freezer racks and increased our space for �nished goods, all of which help drive energy
e�ciencies. One of our favorite sustainability efforts was converting all of our 2,000 wooden pallets to plastic,
made from materials we recycled in house.

We don’t stop at our ingredient sourcing or manufacturing e�ciencies when it comes to transparency and peace of
mind for the consumer. We are also sensitive to the materials that go into the packaging of our product. That’s
why the �ow wrap on all of our products are BPA-free plastic and the cartons you see on shelf at your local grocer
are widely recyclable and made with recycled material.

Veggies Made Great muffins come in individual, 2-ounce packages perfect for an on-the-go snack, lunchbox addition,
or post workout treat. Image courtesy of Veggies Made Great.

Our top-selling product in 2021: Our spinach egg white frittata was our top-selling product in 2021 for its
combination of convenience (45 seconds to heat in the microwave and portable) and great nutritional values (70
calories and 5 grams of protein). In addition to being inherently “keto friendly” (high protein, low carb and low
sugar) this frittata meets the growing consumer demand to deliver a veggie-rich, portable and convenient option
to enjoy throughout the day. Sales of the frittata is up over 250% for the latest 52 weeks according to Nielsen for
the Total xAOC (Extended All Outlet Combined) channels. Other �avors include the second-best selling �avor, a
plant-based sausage, egg & cheese frittata made with Beyond Meat and mushroom & three cheese.

Forecast for Veggies Made Great’s future: We believe there is a lot of potential upside to our business and are
focused on some major initiatives across the company, including: de�ning our brand story, innovating into new
categories, adding new retailers and growing our foodservice business.  Speci�cally, we are excited to launch our
new Keto mu�n offering, with new �avors available in select retailers including Costco, in 2022. We also are in the
process of working with a co-manufacturer in Italy to bring some delicious, authentic, veggie-rich Italian-based
products to the U.S. under the Veggies Made Great brand name! We are working to create new products that will
excite and delight our current consumer, while also expanding to those who may not have tried us before. Veggies
are, and always will be, our No. 1 ingredient.

At the end of the day we’re an honest and humble brand: we are in the business of feeding you and your family
food you can feel good about. While we are committed to using veggies as the �rst ingredient, we are also
committed to keeping the bad stuff out of your food.

– – – – –

Scott & Jon’s
Scott Demers & Jon Demers – Co-Founders
The Scott & Jon’s story: We are brothers who were living together after college. I worked in �nance and Jon as a
�re�ghter, and we both worked as cooks at our parents’ diner on the weekends. Initially, we created a premium
seafood appetizer company called Cheating Gourmet. Between 2014 and 2017, the business found a modest level
of success, but it wasn’t reaching the potential we envisioned. Then one night while eating a frozen meal, we had
an epiphany. The frozen meal lacked �avor, tasted watered down, and was �lled with unrecognizable ingredients.
We believed we could make great tasting and better-for-you at the same time and began formulating meals our
kitchen. We rebranded the company Scott & Jon’s, and we were off and running.

Today, the brand is sold in 15,000 grocery, mass merchandise, natural foods, and club stores including Walmart,
Target, Publix, Meijer, and Sprouts. The company experienced 42% growth in annual sales in 2021. Future plans
include a direct-to-consumer option, but short-term growth is focused on gaining distribution in brick-and-mortar
retail channels.

Why we’re different: Scott & Jon’s produce the best-tasting, better-for-you meals for health-conscious consumers
seeking convenient meals. To achieve an elevated experience for our millennial consumer target, Scott and I
personally develop each recipe and sample each production lot to ensure the meals surprise and delights our
consumers. We believes calorie-conscious eating stands at the foundation of successful health. Calories are so
important that each package declares the calorie content big and bold on the front of the carton. At Scott & Jon’s,
we prioritize ingredients that can often be found in their mother’s kitchen pantry. We employ a culinary chef who
partners with us to craft recipes with smart substitutes, like Neufchâtel cheese to replace heavy cheeses to keep
calories and fat content in check.

Scott & Jon's frozen meals are sold in more than 15,000 locations nationwide. Image courtesy of Scott & Jon's.

Our production process: Scott & Jon’s operates three facilities strategically located across the country to support
our distribution. We maintain rigorous quality processes. Our priority is to provide the highest quality meals for our
consumers.

Our sustainability goals: We source high quality, clean labeled ingredients from only �rst-in-class suppliers and
source only BAP-certi�ed (Best Aquaculture Practices) shrimp that is phosphate-free and sustainably-farmed. All
cartons utilize FSC-certi�ed paperboard. The Forest Stewardship Council certi�cation ensures that products come
from responsibly managed forests that provide environmental, social and economic bene�ts. The paperboard
comes from a combination of recycled and virgin materials, and the cartons are 100% recyclable and the inks used
for printing are vegetable and soy based which is safe for the consumer and the environment.

Our top-selling product in 2021: Shrimp Scampi is the brand’s top-selling item, accounting for 20% of total sales
with a 55% increase in sales year over year. Consumers are paying more attention to healthy eating and U.S.
consumers are eating more seafood than ever before.

Forecast for Scott & Jon’s future: In 2022, we plan to introduce products to reach more households, with a new line
of entrees featuring white meat chicken. While seafood is growing in popularity, some consumers prefer other
sources of protein. Second, the brand is investigating the breakfast occasion after noticing that consumers are
eating more breakfast foods and looking for convenient, high quality options for that eating occasion.

We want to continue to serve as a valuable supplier to our retail customers by maintaining very high �ll rates on all
product order. On Time In Full (OTIF) is one of our key success metrics. We know other suppliers have struggled to
�ll demand and feel we’ve built a competitive advantage with our nimble, scalable supply chain.
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NEW RETAIL PRODUCTS

Frigid Five:
Best New Refrigerated
Retail Products Winners

These new retail products hit store shelves in the midst of a global pandemic
and through innovation and dedication, rose to the top of a �eld of 25
contenders to be named among the best of 2021.

Refrigerated & Frozen Foods has hosted a Best New Refrigerated Products Contest
since 2013, but 2021 is the �rst time we’ve split frozen and refrigerated products into
separate annual competitions.

The �rst leg this year was in April for frozen foods. Now, the results of the second leg
of the annual contest is announced. After a month of online voting throughout August,
the top �ve was set based on vote totals from the public. Our overall winner – Hälsa
Dairy-Free Scandinavian-Style Oatgurt – will be featured on an upcoming episode of
our Cold Corner podcast.

R&FF spoke with each of the winning companies about how their products and
packaging �t into a crowded refrigerated foods marketplace, sustainability efforts,
plans for 2022, and beyond.

(These interviews have been edited for brevity and clarity)

By Kelley Rodriguez

#1 – Hälsa Dairy-Free Scandinavian-Style Oatgurt
Total Votes: 8,114Helena Lumme, founder and president

R&FF: Congratulations on placing �rst in our 2021 Best New Refrigerated Retail Products Contest. What does the
recognition mean to Hälsa?

Lumme: It shows that our hard work paid off, and also that consumers are welcoming our 100% clean message.

We are happy to see the tide �nally turn in the market. The �rst years of the plant-based boom has been anything
goes, which enabled manufacturers to sell just about anything as consumers rushed to get their hands on anything
plant-based. This is changing: Consumers are becoming savvier and leaving highly processed plant-based
products on the shelf.

Secondly, last year we went through many challenges, as did many other emerging brands. When Covid started our
co-packer kicked us out so they could produce more of their own products. Luckily we found a new co-packer,
which is a much better facility. We on-boarded the new co-packer in just a couple of months in a very di�cult
environment.

R&FF: What innovative features do your oatgurts have that helped it �nish �rst out of 25 �nalists?

Lumme: There are lot of innovation points in our product and process. “It doesn’t taste like packaged foods…” is a
comment we hear most often from consumers. That’s exactly what we set out to do.

To understand what makes Hälsa different, one has to know a little bit about how most oatmilks are made. They
are made in a chemical-heavy process called enzymatic hydrolysis. It starts with genetically-modi�ed enzymes
that turn starch to sugar. Water is added, �ber extracted, and additives like food gums, industrial phosphates, and
pectin, are added. The end result is a nutritionally poor beverage in which most of the health bene�ts of whole
grain oats are lost.

The process we created is completely different. We start and �nish with whole grain oats. Nothing natural is
removed, nothing arti�cial is added. All the health bene�ts of whole grain oats are intact in the �nal product.

R&FF: What is unique about Hälsa’s packaging for its oatgurts?

Lumme: Hälsa is the only organic, 100% clean oatmilk yogurt on the market. We have no added sugar or
sweeteners of any sort. All the sweetness comes from the fruits or the berries we use.

R&FF: How many stores is Hälsa in today?

Lumme: Our go-to-market strategy has been to partner with the most discerning stores, the opinion makers in
each region, like Natural Grocers, PCC Market and Mom’s Organic. We are doing really well in these stores.

As of today we’re in 800 stores and growing fast. Mostly in the natural channel, but now we’re starting to get into
conventional stores. The velocity numbers are very healthy, and what is equally important, our growth is
manageable.

Hälsa Oatgurt features no added sugar and is sold in more than 800 stores nationwide. Image courtesy of Halsa
Oatgurt. 

R&FF: Logistically, how are your products distributed to stores, and does Hälsa have a direct-to-consumer/e-
commerce strategy?

Lumme: Since Covid, retail business has been a very challenging environment for emerging brands. We have
certainly had issues with distributors “rationalizing” their business, which means that they refused to pick up our
pallets, and even with vendor delivery, telling us that their warehouses won’t be accepting shipments. It’s crazy out
there, but there’s no way we will be giving up, we �ght back.

Yes, we now have e-commerce. That was because last year many stores stopped accepting new products. But not
adding new products doesn’t stop consumers from wanting them: We received a ton of emails asking when would
be launching in their town. So we decided to start e-commerce to get the product in the hands of those consumers
who didn’t have access to our stores. Now we have loyal customers who order their favorites every other week.
They tell us they are addicted, so I guess that means we have to keep producing!

R&FF: What sustainable programs does Hälsa have today? What areas of sustainability are most important to your
company?

Lumme: Sustainability is at the core of what we do. We grow our oats with zero-water footprint. This means that
none of our oat farmers have ever used a drop of water to irrigate their �elds.

Consumers are increasingly aware of the environmental impact of the foods they eat. For us every step—from how
the grains are grown, how they are milled, how they are processed and �nally distributed to consumers—has  been
carefully designed to drastically reduce the cost of making plant-based products and to minimize the
environmental impact.

Two summers ago we started our Oat Farm Project here in the U.S. so that at some point we could start sourcing
organic oats locally. Because dairy farmers are in trouble, we reached out to them to see whether they would be
interested in diversifying to organic oats. The farm we chose to be our pilot was an organic dairy farm in upstate
New York. We collaborate with Scandinavian organic oat farmers as well as soil experts and scientist.

R&FF: What’s on the horizon for Hälsa the rest of 2021 and into 2022?

Lumme: When we launched our plain, unsweetened 24-ounce multi-serve tub it grew to over 50% of our total sales
in only four months. It’s also the best seller at our online store. So we will be expanding to more 24 ounce multi-
serve sizes. Foodservice has come back and we’ve been working on recipe development for delis and restaurants.
The unsweetened oatmilk is a brilliant base for hummus and tzatziki and we have some restaurants testing it at
the moment.

Oatmilks came from nowhere to become a major force in the dairy aisle in just a few years. Within three years
from today the global oatmilk market is projected to be $12 billion. Who will win that race? The one with a better
mousetrap and a cleaner product, and we think it will be 100% clean Hälsa.

– – – – –

#2 – ImPASTA! Foods Spaghetti Squash
Total votes: 6,482
Donya Litowitz, co-founder and CEO

R&FF: Congratulations on placing second in our 2021 Best New Frozen Retail Products Contest. What does the
recognition mean to imPASTA?  

Litowitz: We are so thrilled to be gaining recognition! imPASTA Foods has been a labor of love for over �ve years
now and it is great to see it resonating with consumers.

R&FF: What innovative features does imPASTA have that helped it �nish second out of 25 �nalists?

Litowitz: Spaghetti squash is one of those veggies that doesn't get the attention or respect it deserves. It is a great
low-carb alternative for pasta, rice, and potatoes, but in its whole, uncooked form it presents some preparation
challenges.  It is not easy to cut, takes 30 minutes or more to prepare and can feel wasteful since over 50% of the
weight is discarded from the skin and seeds. imPASTA is the only pre-cut, pre-cooked spaghetti squash on the
market, made to take all the hassle out of preparation. We use new food technology to prepare perfectly portioned,
ready-to-eat rings which provide a healthy, delicious noodle alternative to everyday meals, and we do it with no
preservatives, additives or additional ingredients.

R&FF: What is unique about imPASTA’s packaging for its spaghetti squash?  

Litowitz: The red box really stands out in the prepared produce section: you can't miss us! It’s perfectly portioned
for single serve ease, and the packaging itself has been designed to be eco-friendly and sustainable.

R&FF: How many stores is imPASTA in today?  

Litowitz: We are currently in Sprouts Farmers Markets and Sendick’s in the U.S. and Longo's in Canada (over 400
stores in total).  Be on the lookout for distribution in several other retailers across the U.S. and Canada soon.

imPASTA! uses vegetables to create noodle alternatives and is available in over 400 locations. Image courtesy of
imPASTA! Foods.

R&FF: Logistically, how are your products distributed to stores, and does imPASTA have a direct-to-consumer/e-
commerce strategy?

Litowitz: We currently ship directly to retailers' distribution centers. We are also delighted to announce that direct-
to-consumer online purchasing is coming soon via our website.  Follow us on Instagram, Facebook, or LinkedIn to
receive announcements about our e-commerce launch.

R&FF: What sustainable programs does imPASTA have today? What areas of sustainability are most important to
your company?

Litowitz: Sustainability and the company's overall social impact is a huge part of our mission. We consider it a
main pillar of our decision making process. We started imPASTA Foods because we wanted to reduce the amount
of food waste we saw come from our farms. We pride ourselves in our sustainability efforts and having a circular
economy within our company. We take the squash that would get turned away from retailers, due to cosmetic
scarring, and create a certi�ed upcycled product – imPASTA. Waste from our harvesting process gets sent to a
bioprocessing facility and sent back to the farms as compost. Our packaging is designed to use the minimal
amount of materials but still protect the product and to all be recycled at the end of their use.

R&FF: What’s on the horizon for imPASTA the rest of 2021 and into 2022?

Litowitz: We aren't able to give any detailed spoilers but be on the lookout for additional retail distribution, meal kit
inclusion, an independent e-commerce launch, even more sustainability initiatives, new �avors, and much more!
We will be happy to share as soon as we can via all of our social outlets, so follow us @impastafoods and be the
�rst to know.

So often we seem faced with compromise: good for you, or good tasting? Good for your family, or good for the
planet? imPASTA is the rare product that checks all the boxes. It’s the responsible choice on every level. It’s a wise
choice for your own health and wellbeing. It’s a great choice to help stay on your diet and eat wisely. It’s a
responsible way to minimize healthy food that otherwise might be discarded, and it’s a great choice to help
maintain a vibrant, healthy global circular economy.

– – – – –

#3 – Devanco Foods' Zacca Hummus
Total Votes: 4,820
Liz Vanderhoef, marketing manager

R&FF: Congratulations on placing third in our 2021 Best New Refrigerated Retail Products Contest. What does the
recognition mean to Devanco?

Vanderhoef: This recognition, just like any other, means a lot to us. We are really excited to see people out there
loving our products.

R&FF: What innovative features does Zacca Hummus have that helped it �nish third out of 25 �nalists?

Vanderhoef: For the Zacca hummus, we utilize the high pressure (HPP) process to keep our hummus as clean
label as possible, and free of preservatives and additives. We use all natural and all real ingredients. We use
garbanzo beans that are sustainably grown on our own Zenner Family Farm.

Zacca Hummus comes in three flavors and is sold in more than 150 locations in the Pacific Northwest and Midwest.
Image courtesy of Devanco Foods.

R&FF: What is unique about the Zacca Hummus packaging?

Vanderhoef: We are focused on full recyclable packaging and our Zacca Hummus the tubs are even reusable for
cold storage.

R&FF: How many stores carry each product today?

Vanderhoef: Zacca Hummus is currently in about 150 stores throughout the Paci�c Northwest, West Coast, and
Midwest.

R&FF: Logistically, how are these products distributed to stores, and does Devanco have a direct-to-consumer/e-
commerce strategy?

Vanderhoef: These products are sold through stores and our grocery partners. We are also excited to announce
that you’ll soon be able to order Zacca Hummus online to be delivered right to your door.

R&FF: What sustainable programs does Devanco have today? What areas of sustainability are most important to
your company?

Vanderhoef: Our goal is to have full sustainable and recyclable packaging by 2025!

R&FF: What’s on the horizon for Devanco the rest of 2021 and into 2022?

Vanderhoef: We have some fun things planned for 2022! Possibly a new hummus �avor, new retail partners, Philly
steak, and so much more. We can’t say too much right now but can’t wait to share with Refrigerated and Frozen
Foods Magazine.

– – – – –

#4 – Hormel Soft Pretzel Bites And Cheese Tray
Total Votes: 4,309
Scott Aakre, vice president of consumer insights and corporate innovation, Hormel Foods and 
Andrew Quinn, director of marketing, Hormel Deli Solutions

R&FF: Congratulations on placing fourth in our 2021 Best New Refrigerated Retail Products Contest. What does the
recognition mean to Hormel?

Aakre: We are very proud to have our innovation recognized by the Refrigerated & Frozen Foods Magazine. For our
company, this award validates that this new product solution is aligned with the needs of our consumers and
customers, and con�rms that our insights-led approach to innovation is working.

The Hormel pretzel bites and cheese tray allows consumers to enjoy a restaurant-style appetizer at home. The tray is
sold in more than 2,500 locations nationwide. Image courtesy of Hormel.

R&FF: What innovative features does your pretzel bites and cheese tray have that helped it �nish fourth out of 25
�nalists?

Quinn: The Hormel pretzel bites and cheese tray item is a unique solution that allows consumers to enjoy one of
their favorite restaurant appetizers in the comfort of their own home. This convenient item comes with everything
you need and is ready in no time.

R&FF: What is unique about the packaging for your pretzel bites and cheese tray?

Quinn: The packaging is designed to make it easy for consumers to use the product, with a microwavable tray and
cheese to avoid creating un-needed messes.

R&FF: How many stores carry the Hormel pretzel bites and cheese tray today?

Quinn: Distribution of the Hormel pretzel bites and cheese tray item can be found in more than 2,500 stores
nationally, and we continue to see new distribution acceptances.

R&FF: Logistically, how is this product distributed to stores, and does Hormel have a direct-to-consumer/e-
commerce strategy?

Quinn: This product is distributed through our normal refrigerated foods logistics network (from our distribution
centers to retailers across the country).

R&FF: What sustainable programs does Hormel have today? What areas of sustainability are most important to
your company?

Aakre: As a leading corporate citizen, we are focused on making the world a better place through Our Food
Journey. We focus our efforts on investing in our people and partners, improving communities and the world, and
creating products that improve the lives of others. We recently announced our new set of corporate responsibility
goals – our 20 By 30 Challenge. Some of the goal highlights include matching 100% of our energy with renewable
sourcing, supporting regenerative agriculture, working toward zero food waste, and providing the opportunity of a
free two-year college education for all our team member graduates.  

R&FF: What’s on the horizon for Hormel the rest of 2021 and into 2022, particularly in the refrigerated deli products
category, which is a relatively new avenue for Hormel?

Aakre: While we can’t disclose speci�c initiatives, we have a deep and active innovation pipeline in all parts of our
business, including our deli solutions team. We have some unique opportunities to extend our branded leadership
position in snacking and grazing, and are con�dent that we will continue to create value for our customers and
great food experiences for our consumers. We will continue to work hard to develop solutions that will �nd their
way to the winner’s circle.

– – – – –

#5 – Devanco Foods' Beef Bacon
Total Votes:  831
Liz Vanderhoef, marketing manager

R&FF: Congratulations on placing �fth in our 2021 Best New Refrigerated Retail Products Contest. What does the
recognition mean to Devanco?

Vanderhoef: Thank you so much! We’ve worked hard on developing great products and products that our customer
love.

R&FF: What innovative features does each product Beef Bacon have that helped it �nish �fth out of 25 �nalists?

Vanderhoef: Our beef bacon is made with a unique cut of beef and it uses a patented process to give it the same
look and cook as traditional bacon. We may be a little biased, but the taste is even better. Not to mention, it is
healthier!

R&FF: What is unique about the packaging for both products?

Vanderhoef: We are focused on fully recyclable packaging.

Devanco Foods' Beef Bacon is sold in nearly 1,000 stores across the U.S. Image courtesy of Devanco Foods.

R&FF: How many stores carry each product today?

Vanderhoef: Our beef bacon is in almost 1,000 stores across the country.

R&FF: Logistically, how are these products distributed to stores, and does Devanco have a direct-to-consumer/e-
commerce strategy?

Vanderhoef: These products are sold through stores and our grocery partners. We are also excited to announce
that you’ll soon be able to order Zacca Hummus online to be delivered right to your door.

R&FF: What sustainable programs does Devanco have today? What areas of sustainability are most important to
your company?

Vanderhoef: Our goal is to have full sustainable and recyclable packaging by 2025.

R&FF: What’s on the horizon for Devanco the rest of 2021 and into 2022?

Vanderhoef: We have some fun things planned for 2022! Possibly a new hummus �avor, new retail partners, Philly
Steak, and so much more. We can’t say too much right now but can’t wait to share with Refrigerated and Frozen
Foods magazine!
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COLD DESIGN BUILD

Trends Impacting
Retrofit Construction
in 2022

Many food and beverage companies seeking to increase capacity in response to
consumer-driven success are �nding it di�cult to quickly bring new facilities online
due to current market conditions and continued supply chain disruptions. The longest
lead times on major materials that most in the industry have ever seen are making
the construction of new buildings and building expansions especially challenging.
These factors, exacerbated by shifts in consumer preferences sparked by the
pandemic, are causing a number of growing food and beverage companies to retro�t
existing space or build out a speculative warehouse development in lieu of traditional
build to suits.

Lasting Pandemic Effects
The staggering growth of cold storage facility development and construction has been
sparked by a number of factors. The pandemic accelerated shifts in consumer
preferences and created lasting effects on demand and delivery expectations
throughout the cold storage industry, especially for companies in the grocery and
direct-to-consumer spaces. In addition, supply outpacing demand has led to the
majority of remaining opportunities being in existing facilities that are out of date and
require signi�cant upgrades to run e�ciently and meet code requirements.

By Brian Westre

Many companies are retro�tting existing space in lieu of traditional build-to-suit developments like this recently
completed 140,000-square-foot spec warehouse retro�t in Riverside, MO. Image courtesy of Arco National
Construction.

While the rapid growth experienced during the onset of the pandemic wasn’t sustained, increased consumer
awareness and adoption has continued to drive success for food and beverage companies, leading to an increase
in demand for cold storage, food processing and production space. These companies have had an in�ux of
revenue and now there are more building owners that are actively pursuing cold storage and food processing
leases.

Additionally, same and next-day delivery expectations set during the pandemic are here to stay, making speed to
market and facility location vitally important for companies seeking to increase capacity.

Bene�ts Of Retro�tting    
Choosing to retro�t an existing space rather than build new allows companies to operate sooner by six months or
more. With timeline and proximity to population centers driving many decisions, owners who choose to retro�t
have the potential to simultaneously prioritize schedule and location. As the booming industrial market continues,
new building developments are occurring further away from population centers. Additionally, owners who choose
to utilize design-build as their project delivery method can further improve their schedule and hedge against longer
lead times in a project’s earliest stages.

Speed-To-Market Bene�ts
In today’s challenging market, the industry continues to see long lead times for key materials such as
joist/girders/deck, which have seen increases from four months to 12 months for procurement over the past year.
As owners look to keep up with demand, retro�tting an existing facility can allow for increased production capacity
to occur months earlier than it would when building a new facility. In a speculative environment, owners obtain the
bene�t of �rst-to-market advantage when leasing an existing space.

Prime Location Bene�ts
In addition to increased demand, there has been a push to move perishable products through the cold chain at
speeds quicker than ever before. Because of this, locations that offer not only easy access to transportation
infrastructure capable of reaching a large customer base, but also proximity to raw materials, packaging, and labor
are highly sought after.

While existing cold storage assets are primarily located within the core of highly populated regions, new
developments are moving further and further away from urban areas due to continually increasing land costs.
Choosing to retro�t allows owners to capitalize on the strategic location bene�ts of their current facilities, while
avoiding the challenge of rising costs.   

Space Utilization Challenges
In circumstances with a highly complex equipment matrix, retro�tting may not be the best option due to highly
coordinated processing designs not �tting within the footprint of the existing facility. Additionally, accompanying
�oor slope requirements may involve removing portions of the �oor slab.

However, in ideal settings, retro�tting facilities can allow for the space needed for automation, equipment, and
process line upgrades when increasing overall capacity. Whether retro�tting an existing facility or building out a
new speculative warehouse development, through strategic design decisions, owners can sometimes achieve
desired upgrades in the already established footprint.

Analyzing key elements that drive design such as packaging methods, outbound shipping, and dry packaged �ow,
equipment footprint and impact on utilities, equipment relocation or modernization, and �ow of ingredients or raw
materials into the building through storage and into production, allows for the most functional use of the space.
Expert sequencing of these speci�cations also aides in effective master schedule development.

Additionally, those who choose to retro�t an operational facility gain the bene�t of being able to integrate
upgrades into their current operations and utilize their already trained workforce.

Retrofitting can allow for the space needed for automation, equipment, and process line upgrades when increasing
overall capacity, like this 156,000-square-foot existing facility retrofit in City of Industry, CA. Image courtesy of Arco
National Construction.

The Design-Build Difference
Owners can expand upon the bene�ts offered from retro�tting through design-build project delivery, including
quicker delivery and tackling current market challenges. Unlike traditional delivery methods that treat the phases
of design and construction sequentially, the design-build process combines quality of design and construction,
management of capital expense and schedule all under a single point of responsibility.

Preliminary design is completed during the proposal process, and owners bene�t now more than ever from the
speed at which design-build delivery moves. Once a project is awarded, the design-builder can move swiftly
through design and buyout to lock in material pricing. Under normal circumstances, this offers a substantial
advantage over the traditional design-bid-build delivery process, but in current conditions, the bene�t is not only
advantageous; it’s critical to overcoming market challenges and supply chain disruptions.
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COLD FOOD SAFETY

Food Safety Regulations
Impacting Frozen Foods
Processors in 2022

The year 2022 marks a signi�cant impasse for a variety of food safety-related
regulations on the American Frozen Food Institute’s (AFFI) public policy agenda that
should also be top of mind for your company.

Listeria
This summer, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) Center for Food Safety
and Applied Nutrition (CFSAN) and O�ce of Food Policy and Response (OFPR)
released a list of draft and �nal guidance topics that the agency intends to publish
over a 12-month timeframe. That lists includes a compliance policy guide (CPG) for
Listeria monocytogenes (Lm). AFFI expects the CPG will de�ne FDA’s regulatory
approach for Listeria and whether an action level greater than zero will be acceptable
for ready-to-eat (RTE) foods that do not support the growth of Lm.

By Dr. Donna Garren

The FDA similarly indicated publication of guidance to classify food as RTE or not-ready-to-eat (NRTE). Without
clear de�nitions, status of a food can be assessed subjectively by the FDA’s O�ce of Regulatory Affairs.

As part of AFFI’s journey to advance food safety, we have advocated for foods to be considered NRTE if they are
clearly labeled with cooking instructions validated to serve as a �nal kill step. The FDA has been leaning toward
declaring foods RTE if consumers expect the food to be RTE (and have used frozen peas and chicken with grill
marks as examples).

This year marked an important milestone in the journey to achieve science-based and practical alternatives to
current approach to target Lm. AFFI’s inaugural Food Safety Forum garnered more than 700 registrants comprised
of global research experts, industry professionals from across the broader food industry and food safety policy
leaders.

As stated by former FDA CFSAN Director, Dr. Robert Brackett, in an article re�ecting on the outcomes of AFFI’s
Food Safety Forum, “It’s time for the food industry and regulators to be bold and try something new.” While AFFI
recognizes that current hazard-based regulatory and enforcement policies do not engender an easy transition to a
more risk-based monitoring program, grounded with the latest science, we continue to stress the importance of
using risk-based approaches to regulate the presence of Lm across the broad category of low-risk foods with both
FDA and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Food Safety Inspection Service (the two federal agencies that
largely regulate the presence of Lm).

The FDA is expected to release a compliance policy guide for Listeria monocytogenes this year. Image courtesy of
Adobe Stock.

Enteric Viruses (EV)
U.S. imports of frozen and fresh fruits rose by 11% in value from September 2020 through August 2021 with
imports of berries growing by 23%. As U.S. demand for imported frozen berries increases, it is critical for all
entities across the supply chain to ensure the highest food safety standards are applied from growing to
processing and packing.

The frozen berry supply chain is a global network of producers and processors with disparate manufacturing
practices and conditions. It is also well documented that several regions that are important sources of frozen
berries are endemic for Hepatitis A and norovirus infections thus increasing the risk of contamination in these
growing and processing areas. That’s why this year, AFFI expanded its Food Safety Zone to include an Enteric
Viruses Control Program (EVCP). These best practices were put together by food safety professionals from across
the food and agriculture sector and consolidates a variety of technical materials and templates developed by
experts in academia and industry. AFFI strongly believe these steps will elevate the industry’s ability to safety
produce and process frozen berries.

How does this tie back to regulation? In 2019, the FDA undertook a frozen berry surveillance program to assess the
prevalence of enteric viruses in both domestic and imported produce. While the agency’s plan was not rooted in
previous outbreaks or known systemic risks associated with the domestic supply, AFFI supported the initiative with
the prospect of increasing scienti�c data related to these products. It resulted in several unsubstantiated frozen
berry recalls through the Summer of 2019, that led to media reports calling in to question the safety of frozen
berries. It’s important to note that since the beginning of the agency’s surveillance effort there has not been a
single illness associated with enteric viruses in frozen berries and as COVID-19 crossed into U.S. shores, the
agency temporarily-suspended the program in March 2020.

In response to COVID-19, the FDA and USDA allowed regulatory �exibility due to ingredient and product shortages.
Image courtesy of Adobe Stock.

Supply Chain Demands
The COVID-19 pandemic placed unprecedented stresses on food supply chains, with bottlenecks in farm labor,
processing, transportation and logistics, as well as signi�cant shifts in demand for inputs, such as packaging,
ingredients, and sanitation and PPE supplies. In response to COVID-19, regulatory �exibility was allowed by both
the FDA and USDA, such as labeling compliance �exibility due to ingredient and product shortages. AFFI has joined
with our partner food and beverage trade associations in calling on the Biden administration to extend this
regulatory �exibility until the pandemic recedes and the supply chain disruptions are resolved.

New Era Of Smarter Food Safety And FDA Traceability Rule
The Food Traceability Proposed Rule is a key component of FDA’s New Era of Smarter Food Safety Blueprint and
would implement Section 204(d) of the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA). If �nalized in its current form in
2022, this rule would establish a standardized approach to traceability recordkeeping, paving the way for industry
to adopt, harmonize, and leverage more digital traceability systems in the future, according to the FDA. While
frozen foods are not explicitly included in the list of high-risk foods, there’s a good chance many foods—especially
frozen produce—will have to comply and that the rule will in�uence practices throughout the supply chain, even for
foods not identi�ed by the FDA as high risk.

To allow the FDA the ability to rapidly track and trace food, the proposed rule will mandate that companies use a
traceability lot code and require maintaining records throughout the supply chain linking the traceability lot code to
additional information, such as where it’s grown, who shipped it, receiving and shipping information, and more.
This goes beyond the one up, one back traceability models that are currently in place.

While frozen foods are not explicitly included in the list of high-risk foods, there’s a good chance many foods—especially
frozen produce—will have to comply. Image courtesy of AFFI.

However, that is easier said than done. AFFI recently led a series of traceability workshops where several
categories of foods presented case studies about how current tracking and tracing approaches can meet the
requirements of the FDA’s Traceability Rule with combinations of paper and digital systems.

Grounded in science, AFFI will continue to advocate for practical food safety regulations on behalf of the frozen
food industry. In turn, I encourage you to visit AFFI’s Food Safety Zone, share it with others in your company and
begin implementing the variety of food safety resources and programs we offer.
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COLD SUPPLY CHAIN & LOGISTICS

Why Technology and
Traceability are Essential for
Import/Export of Cold Foods
Today

Do you know where your food comes from and how it got there?

Supply chains are complex and food supply chains even more so considering the
special handling and regulatory requirements for many products. From source to
consumers, from farm to fork, food supply chains are under stress. Adding the
multiple crises and disasters in recent years, the current state of chaos in global
logistics can challenge even the most experienced companies.

As producers struggle (like many of us) with global supply and demand, logistical
problems, and the continued impact of COVID-19, understanding and rethinking the
“lowest-cost approach” that we’ve been relying on for decades seems like a decision
that is well worth the time.

By Erik Valiquette

Let’s start by understanding, in a very simpli�ed way, the �ow of goods from one country to another. About 90% of
the world’s global shipping is done by sea and most of those shipments move in sea containers. Big steel boxes
that are stacked on top of each other in vessels, some containing up to 24,000 (TEU) of these containers. That
much freight is roughly the equivalent of a freight train measuring 70 kilometers, or 44 miles long.

There are two popular sizes of containers. One being 20-feet long, eight-feet wide and eight-feet high (20 x 8 x 8).
The second one being 40 x 8 x 8. A 20-foot container can hold approximately 48,000 bananas. The empty container
must be �rst be fetched empty from a terminal near the port in the country of origin. Depending on that origin, the
shipper might be a few hours or days away—if an empty container is even available.

At the time of writing this article, shippers in many parts of the world are struggling to get empty containers and
must wait up to two months to get their hands on one. And, if that container is refrigerated, it’s even harder to
secure. Once we have our container, we’re ready to load it with those 48,000 bananas, or tomato paste, or frozen
food, or other items, and we need to return it to the port in time to meet the vessel. Most are on a weekly schedule
so if you miss this week’s departure, you’re rolled over to the next, or the next, or the next, because everyone is
trying to get their freight on board. Shipping lines know this, which is why the container with the highest rate will
get on the vessel �rst. With skyrocketing demand, shipping prices are three-to-�ve times higher than before the
pandemic.

A 20-foot shipping container like those seen here, can hold approximately 48,000 bananas. Image courtesy of Adobe
Stock.

However, now you’re happy because your container is onboard, so you expect it in two-to-three weeks, right? Well …
hmmm, maybe not. The vessel crossing the Suez Canal ahead of your vessel gets stuck for six days, so you’re
stuck too. Alas, we’re underway and we get to North America, but there’s a backlog of up to 70 ships waiting to get
o�oaded in one of the biggest ports on the U.S. West Coast and not enough trucks to move those containers once
they’re on the ground.

But wait, we’re not done. They’ve lost the paperwork you need to get it through customs or through a governmental
food inspection agency like the FDA. And, because we’re still relying on physical pieces of paper for our
certi�cation documents, we must wait for the shipper to courier you a new set. Oh, and did I mention that you, as
the distributor of these products, source your goods from multiple vendors in multiple countries and you ship to
dozens of destinations worldwide which all have their own regulatory environments and logistics challenges?

This all might seem like an exaggeration, but rest assured that all of this happens regularly in global logistics. If it’s
not stuck vessels, port strikes, containers falling overboard because of bad weather or container imbalances, it’s
something else. The keen eye reading this would wonder with all these delays and risks, what happens to my fresh
or frozen food as it moves through this part of the cold chain? How do I know the current state of my product
before I open the container doors and if the goods are still viable for sale? Well, you won’t know.

There's not enough trucks to move containers once
they're on the ground. Image courtesy of Adobe Stock.

About 90% of the world’s global shipping is done by sea.
Image courtesy of Adobe Stock.

Finally, a sigh of relief. We have our goods in the supermarket refrigerator with the highest hope that consumers
will fall in love with our products. But then (sorry, there had to be a but) a national media outlet �nds out through a
tip and some research that the tomatoes used by your processor in a different country were sourced in a disputed
region in China plagued by forced labor (true story in Canada a few weeks ago). You didn’t care to ask your
processor where they sourced their ingredients and now the bad press forces you to recall everything. This is a
nightmare because you’re also paper-based and you have to retrace all the orders that were shipped to hundreds
of stores in dozens of countries, which will take weeks.

This is why traceability solutions are becoming ever more important, if not critical for today’s food supply chain.
Outdated processes that consist of moving a piece of paper from one party to another just don’t seem right
anymore.

From source to consumers, from farm to fork, food supply chains are under stress. Image courtesy of Adobe Stock.

We have the technology to trace the provenance of our products through a web of producers, processors, and
distributors (like blockchain). We have the technology to track shipments, and the state of those shipments, in real
time (like IoT). We have the technology to mitigate risk and help us make better business decisions with the
enriched data we can now collect (like Arti�cial Intelligence). That costly recall which took weeks now takes a few
minutes because your systems are connected with the processor at one end of the world and the retailer at the
other. Or, you were able to identify a shift in patterns by your processor and questioned them before it was too late.

Consumers are asking for better visibility into supply chains to make better decisions for themselves, and
regulators need more information to protect those consumers. Data silos have no room in a modern supply chain.
Using technology to make our food supply chains safer and more resilient just makes sense.
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COLD SUPPLY CHAIN & LOGISTICS

How a 3PL Can Help Your
Company Conquer Today’s
Cold Chain Challenges

When the dust settles, 2021 will be remembered as a pivotal year for e-commerce.
Lingering safety concerns had customers turning to e-tail in droves, and with an
immense payout to vendors. These changes will likely have staying power for the
foreseeable future. Exhibit A: market research �rm eMarketer predicts that shoppers
will spend $933 billion online in 2021, nearly double the Census Bureau’s 2018 total of
$505 billion. Adobe predicts that e-commerce expenditures in the United States could
hit $1 trillion in 2022.

Meal subscription services comprise a considerable chunk of this trend. According to
Grandview Research, prepackaged or pre-prepared meal deliveries are expected to
reach $12.73 billion in 2021, then grow by 13% yearly through 2028. While sheltering at
home, consumers developed a taste for meal subscriptions and prepackaged food,
including pet food, and it’s not going away any time soon.

By Richard Gray

But there’s a dark side to the e-commerce craze, too. Supply chain snarls are creating havoc for anyone who
stores, moves, ships, or buys inventory (hint: that’s all of us).

By now, port congestion in Los Angeles and Long Beach has grown severe enough to catch the attention of
mainstream news. It’s been particularly pronounced along the popular East Asia-West Coast shipping lane, but
tra�c eventually spilled into ports across the United States. By the end of October, more than 80 ships sat waiting
off the California coast.

Moving inland, we encounter more problems. The average age of a trucker is 48. Nearly 60% of drivers are older
than 45, and nearly one quarter of them are over 55, according to the American Trucking Association. Although
there aren’t o�cial numbers on how many of them chose to retire in 2020, anecdotal evidence from industry
insiders suggests it’s pretty high.

According to Grandview Research, prepackaged or pre-prepared meal deliveries are expected to reach $12.73 billion in
2021, then grow by 13% yearly through 2028. Image courtesy of Adobe Stock.

Meanwhile, almost overnight, there’s a fresh need for warehouse workers, small parcel couriers, supply chain
managers, over-the-road truckers, longshoremen, and a myriad other positions. Filling them at a time when social
distancing requirements and other safety protocols are still in place won’t be easy.

A sad irony is that COVID-19 hit at a time when manufacturers had incorporated a lean strategy, involving waste
reduction and “just in time” inventory management. While such an approach didn’t cause the problems in the
supply chain, it has been ironic to watch shippers desperately attempt to restock after demand forecasts went out
the window.

That’s where a third-party logistics, or 3PL provider, can help. For suppliers who aren’t prepared to handle supply
chain disruptions in-house, outsourcing these tasks can mean the difference between scaling a business or
drowning in orders.

As the name suggests, these vendors manage logistics on a business’s behalf. They are uniquely positioned to
work through the issues brought about by the pandemic (or anything else). A 3PL will have a strategy to store,
collect and put together orders. They will keep your merchandise in a temperature-controlled warehouse. They
might work with a transportation �rm to ship orders to customers at a discounted rate. Some even help
businesses break into new markets, which is incredibly important in today’s market upheaval.

Most small and medium-sized companies don’t want to manage logistics operations on their own, even during
“normal” times. The beauty of a 3PL is that it takes over all of those tasks on the client’s behalf. By utilizing one, a
business can focus on growing, without getting bogged down with managing orders. That’s helpful in any year, but
especially when a deluge of imports threatens to clog up your supply chain or a worker shortage puts inventory in
jeopardy.

At least, that’s what happens when you work with a reputable 3PL. The problem is, not all of them are trustworthy.
There are over 20,000 logistics vendors across the United States, each with different strengths and weaknesses.
Many don’t have a website. Some won’t take a meeting with you. So how do you make this complex, yet imperative
decision?

The right logistics partner must be able to transport frozen food to your customers’ doorsteps within 1-2 days to avoid
spoilage. Image courtesy of Adobe Stock.

Finding the right 3PL can feel daunting, but it doesn’t have to be. Here are �ve questions to help ensure a vendor is
the right �t for you:

Does your 3PL have cold chain experience? Shipping cold or frozen items requires a layer of aptitude beyond the
usual logistics know-how. Make sure to ask about previous experience with temperature-controlled shipments and
avoid being the guinea pig client.

Where are their distribution centers located? This is more involved than the vendor’s state or city. By learning
about their warehouse locations, you’re opening up a conversation about how long it will take to transport your
wares. The right logistics partner must be able to transport frozen food to your customers’ doorsteps within 1-2
days to avoid spoilage.

Can they grow with you? Flexibility is critical, but it isn’t something that every 3PL is going to provide. Some of the
larger players in the market want big clients with a consistent forecast every year. If you’re pivoting into direct-to-
consumer, you’ll want a logistics provider who is willing to start small and grow as your business expands.

What is a 3PL’s food safety record? If you want your business to grow, you cannot overlook this. All it takes is one
spoiled or contaminated package to get return requests and bad reviews rolling in, plus risking your customers’
health. Make sure a 3PL is in compliance with FDA regulations.

Do they clean up nicely? By this, I mean I want to know how a 3PL handles delayed orders, damaged inventory, and
spoiled merchandise. How’s their reverse logistics? How quickly will a vendor return and replace bad orders?

Finding a logistics provider doesn’t have to be overwhelming. By asking these questions up front, shippers can
weed out bad matches and ensure a successful partnership.
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COLD ENERGY MANAGEMENT

How IoT Monitoring Software
Can Increase Energy Efficiency
Along the Cold Chain

The food industry is undoubtedly one of the most important sectors in our economy.
While this may be common knowledge for many—the industry is recognized as a
necessity, after all—what isn’t as widely known are the basics of the manufacturing
process, and the software and technologies used to ensure everything runs smoothly.
For example, when a machine breaks down in a food processing plant, it can cost the
manufacturer several hundred thousand dollars an hour.

Fortunately, Industry 4.0 and IoT have ushered in new ways to protect the process of
making food for the masses. Food manufacturers use software that tracks the status
of the machines and predict when repairs will be needed, while others check the
quality of the food to make sure it’s safe for consumption. These are vital components
within a food manufacturing plant, and IoT-focused solutions can help food
manufacturers increase energy e�ciency.

By Ed Garibian

However, IoT innovations often aren’t used because of concerns over cost, how long it will take to train people to
use the technology, and the overall value of running a truly connected manufacturing facility—the “if it isn’t broken,
why �x it” mentality. This article will go over the several roles that IoT systems play in the industry, why it’s
important, how these systems are underutilized, and how companies in the industry bene�t from them.

Roles Monitoring Systems Play
There are several roles that monitoring systems play in helping food processing facilities become more energy
e�cient. One element, in particular, is energy consumption. This is a machine parameter, and as such, it can—and
should—be monitored and analyzed at all times of machine and production line operation. It’s imperative to
monitor energy consumption at the lowest component level possible. By doing so and analyzing energy use over
time, food processing facilities will be able to obtain visibility into the potential areas of design that are causing
high consumption levels.

For example, suppose you can monitor how much energy each asset consumes while changing your output when
manufacturing certain food products. In that case, you can �nd ways to show how much waste there is and begin
�nding solutions. Ultimately, you’re wasting energy at a high rate if one part is not running e�ciently. If that’s
happening, it will disrupt the entire process. That’s why having a full dashboard view of all your assets is so critical
to maintaining energy e�ciency.

The Importance Of These Systems
With technology quickly advancing, intelligent monitoring and data collection are essential. All food manufacturers
should consider how they can leverage machine data to decide how to manage those assets. Some CMMS
software offers a next-level solution for maintenance that will include remediation triggers that alert personnel
that an asset has reached an alarming level and communicate what actions and instructions are needed and by
whom in the company. Additionally, monitoring systems that keep track of food quality and manufacturing
accuracy are vital because they provide extensive traceability and inventory management features. And, on the
energy e�ciency side, closely monitoring the machine’s performance is paramount to hitting target goals.

Caption goes here. Image courtesy of Getty Images.

Why Is Software Overlooked Regarding Energy E�ciency?
The software can help manage assets and do things such as notify a manager when there are higher than usual
levels of energy usage or trigger orders for proactive repairs to reduce energy consumption. However, energy
levels aren’t always utilized, and food manufacturers don’t always consider this solution when measuring energy
e�ciency.

Part of the problem is that not enough companies are using real-time data across all the assets in their facility.
Without a full dashboard view of everything, it’s di�cult to pass along accurate information to decision-makers and
make predictive decisions that will reduce things like energy consumption.

Moreover, because of legacy equipment, some companies may still be focused on line level monitoring rather than
component level. While Industry 4.0 does not mandate wholesale replacement of systems, it has made the
process of retro�tting sensors onto equipment and adding monitoring capabilities much more affordable and
nimble.    

AI will also begin taking its place. Examples, of course, include adding to the predictive accuracy of noti�cations
and analysis. However, other application areas will consist of using AI to understand subtleties leading up to an
event that will add intelligence to understanding the root cause and add a higher level of speci�city in improving
future remediation actions. AI revealed outcomes would also improve core engineering and design enhancements.

While Industry 4.0 does not mandate wholesale replacement of systems, it has made the process of retrofitting sensors
onto equipment and adding monitoring capabilities much more affordable and nimble. Image courtesy of Getty Images.

For example, you could see the difference in energy e�ciency, as it could be worse by 3 p.m. versus 2 p.m. With
this information, you could determine why the situation is occurring and �nd the weakest link. This allows you to be
more proactive about remediation: not just knowing that a machine is less energy e�cient, but automatically doing
something about it to curb the issue.

From food processing plants to cold storage and distribution facilities, focusing on energy e�ciency and safety at
the software level provides a unique view under the hood of all your assets. In my experience, companies exploring
advanced IoT monitoring systems tend to streamline their processes more e�ciently. Not to mention, employees
can get work done faster.

Companies on the leading edge of the industry are taking advantage of advanced Industry 4.0 software to predict
outcomes and better automate their facilities. The obsolete ways of monitoring are no longer going to make the
cut in today’s age. Companies that invest in software to monitor assets across the facility have shown tremendous
ROI tracking—everything from e�ciency to reduced downtime with machines. In an era where every minute counts,
the investment can be worth it.
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COLD FOODS PACKAGING

Modified Atmosphere
Packaging & Tray Sealing
Equipment

CLICK HERE

For the latest information on packaging innovations for the cold chain, please
visit R&FF’s Packaging section on our website.

TAILOR-MADE MAP FIBC CAPABILITIES
One tiny insect can have an enormous impact on the content of big bags, sometimes ruining up to 3,000 pounds of
product. Masterpack’s modi�ed atmosphere technique for FIBCs have bene�ts stretching far beyond pest control.

The air composition in every FIBC can be tailored to the speci�c needs of the product, including dried foods, dairy-
based powders, coffee, seeds, and spices. The modi�ed atmosphere technique makes no use of chemicals or
pesticides and is suitable for organic food products. It also keeps dry products safe from unwanted moisture
development. This means that the freshness of the products is maintained and shelf life is elongated.

Masterpack
(800) 922-5522

SNACK SIZE SOLUTION
The F 286 Thermoformer from Multivac is designed speci�cally for snack-size packages using �exible plastic �lms
and aluminum foil �lms. The F 286 has a high level of �exibility, e�ciency, and pack quality.

The machine achieves a high output with up to 240 packs per minute and has an excellent price-performance
ratio. The machine is constructed in the Multivac hygienic design, and it offers easy access for cleaning and
maintenance, for appetizingly-packaged snacks. Various equipment options enable the machine to be designed to
the customer's individual requirements for output capability and required printing or labeling.

Mutlivac
(800) 800-8552
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COLD TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE

Pet Food Processing
Equipment

CLICK HERE

For the latest information on innovative equipment and ideas for the cold
chain, please visit R&FF’s Technology Showcase section on our website.

HPP PET FOOD SOLUTIONS
As pet owners have looked for healthier pet food alternatives, raw or minimally processed pet food has become
popular due to its health bene�ts. Hiperbaric’s high-pressure processing (HPP) equipment ensures food safety in
the production of raw (non-thermally processed) pet food, keeping organoleptic and nutritional properties intact
without preservatives. Due to HPP, the variety of raw pet food products continues to grow, offering pets a healthy
and safe diet. In addition to food safety, HPP bene�ts include cross-contamination prevention, premium quality,
clean label, health attributes, and packaging variety.

Hiperbaric
305-639-9770

MEAT PROCESSING FOR PET FOOD
When creating solutions for highly viscous pet food ingredient processing, the internal scraper con�guration of the
HRS R Series may be adapted to achieve improved thermal performance, while a heavy-duty gearbox is usually
speci�ed to withstand the higher torques required to keep the product moving through the heat exchanger. The
HRS R Series of scraped surface heat exchangers use a patented rotary scraper bar which can reach speeds up to
300 RPM, providing high levels of shear and mixing at the heat transfer surface which dramatically increases heat
transfer rates. This makes it particularly suitable for challenging heat transfer applications, such as those where
the product requires high pressures or has high viscosity.

HRS Heat Exchangers
770-726-3540
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